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The 145,000-square-foot facility located in Dallas features

automated jumbo glass cutting, tempering and insulating, transport

and fabrication, all without human interaction.

Embracing Automation: Blue Star Glass’ New Dallas Facility is
First of its Kind in US
Posted on November 7, 2022 by Joshua Hu�

Blue Star Glass has opened what it says is the �rst fully automated insulating glass facility in the U.S.

The location is also the fourth such facility in the world, according to the company.

The 145,000-square-foot facility located in Dallas

features automated jumbo glass cutting, tempering

and insulating, transport and fabrication, all without

human interaction. Blue Star president Alex

Oanono says that the shift to a reliance on

automation will allow the company to focus more

on quality than production.

“In our Texas facility, we work with a minimal yet

sophisticated sta� in comparison to traditional IGU

lines which require heavy coordination between

operators and stations – this often leads to a focus

on production output instead of quality,” says Alex.

“Operating a fully automated factory enables our

sta� to reinforce their focus on quality, planning

and logistics coordination, which results in Blue Star being a more reliable partner.”

Blue Star’s new location was originally the home of Velocity Glass, which closed after a year and a half.

The closure came as Apogee Enterprises announced major changes to its business structure in the

summer of 2021.

Blue Star vice president Dylan Oanono says that the move to Texas is imperative for the company to

meet its goals of providing quality products with shorter lead times.

“The opportunity in Texas empowered us to quickly accomplish our long-term goals of integrating a

high-speed IGU line that provides unmatched quality to our growing and loyal customer base,” says

Dylan.

Dylan adds that as a private business it’s important to stay ahead of the curve as more glass fabricators

consolidate under private equity and corporate umbrellas.

“We believe that being a family-run operation provides our customers and partners the highest level of

service,” he says.

The shift to Dallas will bene�t Blue Star’s headquarters in New Jersey, says company founder and

principal Ronnie Oanono. The additional insulated glass capacity in Texas will allow the company to

shift high-volume and project work from New Jersey to Dallas. It will also let Blue Star allocate more

capacity to other product lines that are o�ered in New Jersey, such as heavy tempered glass, shower

doors, complicated CNC work, laminated and tempered laminated glass and its all-glass entrance

department.
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According to Blue Star, the new facility in Texas will allow for:

Jumbo Cutting and Processing Capabilities – This means better cutting yields that lead to

more competitive pricing, high volume output and bigger glass. Blue Star’s maximum IG size in

Texas is 95 inches x 172 inches.

Complete Automation – Not a single human touch is involved in cutting, carrying, seaming,

tempering or insulating. No �ngerprints, straight sightlines or precise dimensions.

Higher Performance IG – In Texas, Blue Star o�ers a 4SG reactive thermoplastic spacer which

allows for precise sightlines, precise overall thickness, higher energy performance, higher argon

gas retention and better sound transmission control properties.

Heat Soak Testing – Blue Star Texas will soon o�er heat soak testing to EN14197-1. This

involves placing tempered glass inside a testing chamber and raising the temperature to

approximately 500°F.

Speed and Capacity – IG production capacity is nearly double in Texas what it is in New Jersey,

which means short lead times.

Alex says that the new facility will allow Blue Star to grow and provide quality materials for its

customers throughout the country.

“Being the only fully-automated insulated glass facility in America, we are con�dent that Blue Star can

meet the sizes, volumes, schedules and deadlines of today’s competitive architectural glazing market,

while exceeding the quality standards,” says Alex.
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